Spiral Silver Norse Posaments:
Only The Fancy Survive
Frú Kjalvǫr Sæbjǫrnardottir
This project focuses on the spiral silver wire decorations usually called “Posaments” found in a
number of 9th and 10th century Baltic graves. Most prominently, they are found in graves in the Swedish
town of Björkö, or Birka, although there are also examples that appear as far away as mainland Russia.
There are three main forms of posaments that have been found, the single metal wire form (Image 1),
the twisted wire form (Image 2) and the most common, the spiral silver form (Image 2). I have focused
on the spiral silver form, because my interest is not just in tying the knots involved in making
posaments, but in creating the base materials as well.

Image 1: "Single Wire" Posament, Birka 524

Image 2: Spiral Silver and Twisted Wire, Birka 524

This spiral silver technique is what I found most
interesting because while it appears in Norse graves at
Birka, the spiral silver itself is still modernly used by the
Saami people of Scandinavia as a form of couchedthread decoration on their traditional garments. There are
numerous indications that the Saami and the Norse
coexisted, with Norwegian scald Eyvindr Finnasson in
the 10th century saying, “We have to keep our goats in
the stalls during the summer, just as the Saamis,” 1 and
stanza 90 from the Hávamál that mentions a skiing
Saami as an everyday sight. 2 Although there doesn't
Image 3: Saami Tenntradbroderi, or "tin thread
seem to be a consensus as to which group used this
embroidery"
technique first, I would hypothesize that it's more likely
to have originated in the region from the Norse traders who would have had silver more closely at hand
and would have had more of a reason socially to be seen conspicuously wearing their silver in the form
of spiral wire posaments. A similar and less documented technique, “Kazazlik” or “Kazaz” seems to be
a more delicate Turkish version of the same techniques, but the dates it was common seem unclear,
with some sources dating it to the 13th century BC and some dating it to the Caucuses in 1900 AD. If, in
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fact, the Kazaz technique was what brought posaments to the Norse, it would make sense that the
trading center of Birka is where most of them are found, as it was a well known port for trade goods
from all over Central and Eastern Europe and parts of Asia.
Today, the closest you can get to the spiral silver wire used in ancient posaments is marketed to
people making Saami bracelets under the name “Tenntrad,” or “tin thread.” This thread is usually 4%
silver and 96% tin, spun around a fiber core (usually rayon). Modern tenntrad comes in a few different
gauges and from a distance is visually similar to the spiral silver used by the Norse. However, the spiral
posaments being dug out of graves have been tested to be 100% silver wrapped around a silk core,
meaning that commercial tenntrad is not the most historically accurate answer for Viking-era tenntrad.
In addition, commercially made tenntrad has to be imported from Sweden at great cost.
The fact that the Saami have still been using spiral silver/tenntrad since the end of the Norse era
coupled with the fact that the Norse managed to make it themselves (or import it from someone who
made it without a Fancy Machine in the 10 th century) implied to me that there was a way to do this by
hand and I was going to figure it out.
Evolution of a Project:
Amusingly, at the same time I was beginning there were a few other people Society-wide also
trying to figure this out. One of the first attempts I saw was in the Midrealm in 2014 and involved
wrapping fine stainless wire around a piece of piano wire, either by hand or by using an electric drill,
and then attempting to draw the silk core through it. I never got to see the “drawing the silk core” part
of this, but I tried this method once on my own a few years ago before writing it off as needlessly
difficult, time consuming and improbable, even with the use of fishing swivels and additional hands. I
even thought about some sort of lathe driven contraption, but lathes of the time were of the back-andforth variety, not a type that would just spin in one direction.
Early in 2015, with the idea of Making Spiral Silver Wire still kicking around in my brain, I ran
into a description of the technique of “core spinning” in Sarah Anderson's book The Spinner's Book of
Yarn Designs, which is on display. The visual of spinning around a core thread with a bobbin of yarn
stuck with me as a good place to start, but after trying (and failing) with stainless floral wire and silk
sewing thread, and being unable to figure out what ends of things had to move and what ends of things
had to be free, and still thinking there was a fishing swivel in there somewhere, I tabled the idea again.
Most of my thought process at this point was tied up in the fact that we know the Norse of the
10 century or a culture of the same period they had trading access to was making spiral silver wire by
hand. I found it hard to believe that it was a tensioned thread that someone wrapped wire around and
around by hand without a tool, as that seemed as if it would be too time consuming even for the highest
ranked Jarl to keep a slave doing. In going back and looking at documentation of Norse textile tools,
nothing stuck out to me as a specific spiral wire wrapping implement, meaning that it seemed likely
another tool (likely a fiber tool) did double duty.
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At the end of 2015, I ran across a video clip from 1985 on a Norwegian website showing Sami
artisan Marta Jämma using a drop spindle to make her own tenntrad for embroidery, and everything
clicked. (https://www.filmrommet.no/film/details.aspx?id=44914) Even using a heavy polyester sewing
thread as my core and wrapping it in fine gauge stainless steel wire, I was able to approximate
something like Norse spiral wire. This also made clear why I wasn't finding a special spiral wire
implement, as the Norse had a plethora of drop spindles around. This also meant that the entire process
would be much more mobile, as is the case with drop spinning.

The next step was to figure out the materials needed to make actual spiral silver cord. As a
Millennial, I turned to Google, which suddenly gave me the research that HL Disa I Birkilundi of An
Tir had done in late 2016. She too, came to the drop spindle conclusion from a different source, the
MÖNSTERBOK FÖR LAPSK HEMSLÖJD I VÄSTERBOTTENS LÄN from 1920 that shows a step
by step breakdown of the tenntrad creation with pictures. HL Disa writes that she used a 30 gauge
silver wire and .42 silk thread, which is where I began.3
Creating Spiral Silver, Materials and Process:
I initially started out with dead soft 30 gauge silver and size FF silk thread from Fire Mountain
Gems, but quickly realized that Rio Grande's prices on silver are MUCH more competitive, and
swapped over to using them. Technically, all my materials are correct to the period, being drawn silver
wire and spun silk thread, although not prepared (prior to my hands) in a period-correct method. I've
considered next attempting the entire posament process from start to finish, by spinning my own silk
and drawing my own silver wire, but I'm not yet sure that I want to commit to that. (I really hate
spinning silk). In the process of documenting this project, I also found an entirely new section of the
website All Fiber Arts4 that deals specifically with the techniques the Saami use to draw their wire
using a reindeer horn draw plate prior to spinning, so it may yet happen.
The drop spindle I've been using is not a period correct one, although I have tried it with my
Missing Spindle/Lois Swales documentable Norse era one. The “hook” on my period correct spindle is
too small for the spiral thread to fit into nicely without tying a half hitch in it (as you do for fiber
spinning) and I hesitate to crimp the silver too much before the knot tying starts, as that effects the
smoothness of the finished product. Eventually, I hope to find a bribeable woodworker who might be
able to make me a Norse spindle that has a more pronounced carved hook in it so that I can spin wire in
a completely period style. It seems that post-Norse, the Saami were using what they refer to as a “spin
cross” to make tenntrad, which seems like a variation of a drop spindle the Norse might have used as
well. Because most spindle shafts were wood, they decay in the ground and leave the spindle whorl
behind as our only evidence. If a period spin cross did exist, it could be incredibly difficult to find, as
an all-wood tool, but I think that the spin cross idea may be worth looking into as far as refining my
technique.

Image 3: post-period "Spin Cross" with tenntrad on it.
The basic process of creating the spiral wire can be seen in the accompanying video. I hold the
spindle in my right hand, with the silk core and the silver wire in my left. I hold the silk with the last
few fingers of my left hand, and control the wire with the first finger and thumb on the same hand. As
the right hand spins the spindle, the core rotates with it and takes up the wire in a spiral formation.
After I cover a few inches of the core in a spiral of wire, I tuck the spindle into my right armpit, use my
right thumb and middle finger to pull the wire down and pack it tightly against previous rounds, and
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then resume again. Occasionally, I have to let the bobbin of silk and the spindle itself unwind, or the
twist becomes great enough that it tries to kink back up on itself. The distance between wraps of the
metal on the silk as well as how hard you're holding the wire are the two biggest determiners of how
tight the final spiral will be. If you're holding the wire tightly, and not letting it slide through your
fingers, you'll get tiny little tight wraps. If you're making quite big spirals up the core, the wraps will be
looser. Neither is “wrong,” but it does take a while to figure out how to stay mostly consistent.
The type of knotted posament you are looking at re-creating (and how much of it) will
determine the length of the spiral silver you need to spin. I tend to spin until I think I have too much
and then work from there. As reference, I tend to remember that the two foot long pieces of simple
overhand knots I made came out of my first order of 6 yards of unspun silver. Remembering that you
always work doubled is also key here- 4 yards of spun silver wire is really only 2 yards of working
length.
Creating the Posaments: Materials and Process
My three main posaments on display here are (using the classifications from the Historika
Museet Stockholm that houses most of them) Birka P11, with alternating triangles and “8” shapes,
Birka P13, the “interwoven slings” and Birka P15, which couples the “interwoven slings” with a series
of loops. Also on display are variations on the themes of Birka P17 and P20, the flat interwoven “mats”
and Birka P1-4, the multiple-strand braids.

Image 4: Closeup on posament P11, Birka grave 944

Image 6: Posament P13, Birka grave 944

Image 5: Posament p15, Birka grave 944

Image 7: Posament P17, Birka grave 561
Image 8: Posament P1-P3, Birka grave 798, 886

Once you have your raw material, I find the actual process of creating the posaments pretty
straightforward. As a former maritime historian; fancy knots may be more ingrained in my brain than in
most people's. Because Birka was a big trading port, there are theories that think posament knots may
have been seafarer-related somehow as well, as they seem to relate to later decorative knots created by
sailors on whaleships. I used photographs of the originals, and attempted to follow the different strands
through. For the most part, as long as you can remember an over-under-over pattern, once you've
figured one repeat out, the rest follow in the same way. The complexity comes in figuring out the
pattern. On many of the loop-in-loop varieties, your initial loops don't interconnect at all, but a later
pass through weaves them together. The finished object will always follow an over-under pattern.
From my research, the spiral silver posaments specifically are always made of a double strand of spiral
silver wire. Although many modern sources suggest you tie a woven knot like a carrick bend or a Turks'
head with a single strand and then re-trace your steps, starting a posament with a double strand makes it
much easier. One of the most important things to keep in mind is to keep the two strands you're treating
as one running side by side through the whole design. If you twist mid-posament, it's murderously hard
to go back and straighten them out again.
I found P15 the most difficult to understand, starting
and taking it out five times before I felt confident
enough to continue. P15 was also the only posament
that I used a pinboard to keep together. I found that if I
could keep its long continual middle float thread
tensioned slightly, the rest of the knots held together
better. This was also where I realized that if I pulled the
knots down to finished tension, I could still use a
sewing pin to work the pass-through spots back open
and fish the silver wire through more easily. Prior to
this, I had been tying each motif loosely, and then
having to tension it up afterwards, which you can see in
Image 4: P 15, Attempt 4
the later loops of Image 4. This pin-as-fid technique
also came in handy later when I did the P17/20 “mat” style to work the threads into the places I wanted
them. On P15, I estimate it took me about two and a half hours to tie the first complete sequence that
you see on the coat as a finished object, and about an hour and a half to tie the second. The posaments
appearing on each side of the coat were created as separate pieces instead of making one long knot
sequence and cutting it in half.
The simplest construction for me was P11. These knots, both the carrick-bend like figure 8s and the
triangular ones, fit together nicely and tend to “lock in” well with the spiral wire, meaning they won't
loosen up and get in the way of later knots. I also find these easy to tie in mid-air, so I don't need a

pinboard or an extra set of hands. Both halves of these were finished in an hour.
P13 was the first posament knot I tried making out of actual imported tenntrad, and I still wear it as my
AOA circlet. This sequence isn't complex to do, taking about 45 minutes each. They take all ten of
your fingers to keep together as you go, because the loops have long enough floats on them that they
tend to try to un-knot and twist. In the grave finds, this knot sequence is usually seen on the edge of a
garment, but for the sake of presentation here, I've located it more centrally.

A Final Word on Tenntrad and Clothes:
While all of these posaments originated from Birka, many from the same grave, it is difficult to
figure out exactly where posaments were sewn on finished garments that have decayed out from under
them. In the process of body decay, some have moved (especially in seated burials,) and many are just
simply not indicated on original drawings of grave layouts. To this end, while this coat is historically
accurate, the posaments on it are historically accurate, and there is research to support posaments on
silk as conspicuous displays of wealth on outer garments, it's unlikely that the combination of the three
would have taken this form during the late Viking era.

Posament images from the Historika Museet Stockholm via the Posament Database at
http://database.birkaposamente.de/

Birka P11
Birka P13
Birka P15
Birka P17/P20
Birka P1-4 (four strand braid)

Homemade silver spiral wire

Imported tenntrad

